NEWSLETTER 2015

DEPARTMENT OF

HISTORY &
ART HISTORY
FROM THE H.O.D.
Last year Professor Tony Ballantyne wrote a lively note
on the front page of our Departmental Newsletter.
He is no longer with us — he assumed the new role as
Pro-Vice-Chancellor Humanities at the University of Otago last October. During the three years of his headship,
he worked selflessly for the Department, especially in the
new endeavour to amalgamate the Art History and Visual
Culture Programmes. We miss an outstanding historian,
an award-winning lecturer, and a wonderful colleague
with a cheeky sense of humour, but we also wish him well
for his new challenges in the significant leadership role.
Meanwhile, Professor Brian Moloughney has returned to
our Department. Many of you would know that he had
been with us for a number of years before departing for
Victoria University of Wellington in 2006. He subsequently returned to Otago as Pro-Vice-Chancellor Humanities
in 2010. Next year he will enjoy a year of Research and
Study Leave, before he returns to full-time teaching in
Chinese and East Asian History. We are thrilled to have
him back on board.
Tony’s abrupt departure was followed by my (Takashi
Shogimen’s) appointment as the new Head. Joining the
Department in 2004, I have been teaching medieval and
early modern European history and since 2013 I have
been Associate Dean (Research) for the Humanities Division. I look forward to the new challenges in the years
ahead of us. I shall be grateful for your continuing support and encouragement.
The sudden change of leadership aside, the Department
continues to enjoy a number of successes this year. The
most notable is that Professor Tom Brooking’s magnum

opus, Richard Seddon, King of God’s
Own
(Pelican,
2014), won the
2015 Ernest Scott
Prize. The book
was
launched
several times locally and nationally — a launch
of the book was
held in Parliament
sponsored by the
Professor Takashi Shogimen, HoD
Attorney General Chris Finlayson
and Jock Philips, former Chief historian and editor of Te
Ara, the electronic New Zealand Encyclopedia, offered
the words of eulogy.
The Department is pleased to welcome back Dr Kate
Stevens, who completed her Honours degree in History
at Otago. After completing her PhD at Cambridge, she
will be with us for three years as a postdoctoral fellow,
working on Professor Judy Bennett’s Marsden project on
‘Constant Coconuts’. Next year she will do some teaching of Pacific history and food history, while she will also
conduct her own research.
Subsequent to Dr Peter Leech’s departure from the Department, Dr Luke Smythe joined us for a year to teach
Art History papers, while Dr Andrew Connelly covered
the papers that would have been offered by Judy. We
are grateful to their excellent contribution to our undergraduate teaching.
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The Department’s teaching remains very strong. Dr Jane
McCabe, another teaching fellow who recently obtained
a PhD in History at Otago, was nominated by her students for the Otago University Students Association’s
Otago Summer School Teaching Award. Jane will teach
HIST106 ‘East Meets West: Encounters in Global History’
next year to cover Brian’s absence.
Our research has always been influential in national and
international historical scholarship but our outreach to
local communities is also gaining momentum. ‘Global
Dunedin’ is a new initiative designed to open up conversations about Dunedin’s past, present and future and, in

particular, to promote an appreciation of the city’s rich
history. One part of ‘Global Dunedin’ is a series of public lectures that will be held in conjunction with Toitu
Otago Settlers Museum beginning. The other part of the
initiative at this stage is a blog dedicated to exploring
Dunedin’s past. The Global Dunedin lecture series has
been a great success so far, drawing around 70 people
per event. For further information, check out the following website: https://blogs.otago.ac.nz/global-dunedin
You will find more stories about our successes in this
Newsletter. On behalf of the Department I wish you all a
safe and joyous festive season.

Tony’s Last Words
I greatly enjoyed my three years as the HOD of the Department of History and Art History. That experience was
very rewarding in its own right and was also an important foundation of my appointment to the position of
Pro-Vice-Chancellor Humanities. In that new role I lead the
Division of the Humanities and I also am part of the University’s senior management group. But one of the very
good things about the University of Otago’s institutional
culture is that there is a clear expectation that the University’s leaders are research leaders and I am committed to
maintain a high level of research activity over the coming
years: I am not abandoning the discipline of History! I will
also remain in contact with the Department in my new position, I will continue to supervise some PhD students, and
I will maintain my strong research links with the members
of the Department who are active in the Centre for Research on Colonial Culture.The particular highlights of my
time as HOD were the continuation of the Department’s
excellent record of winning major external research
grants, my colleagues Takashi Shogimen, Tom Brooking
and Angela Wanhalla winning major international re-

search prizes for
their books, and
the very successful
New Zealand Historical Association
conference which
the
Department
hosted in 2013.
More
generally,
I really enjoyed
working with the
Department’s excellent undergradProfessor Tony Ballantyne, Pro-Vice-Chancellor
uate students, its
postgraduates who
are producing innovative research and its hardworking
support staff. The Department is well known for its excellence in teaching and research and I am certain that this
tradition will be extended under the new HOD, Takashi
Shogimen. I wish the Department and Takashi all the best
for the coming years!

The John Turnbull Thomson
Scholarship in History
The John Turnbull Thomson Scholarship in History (value $3000) was established in 2005 by the University Council
with funds received from the descendants of John Turnbull Thomson, a surveyor and explorer who became New
Zealand’s first Surveyor General in 1876.
Applicants must be:
• At the time of application, in the final year of his or her secondary schooling at a school in Otago or Southland
or have completed the final year no more than one year previously
• Enrolled for at least one 100-level paper in History for the degree of Bachelor of Arts in their first year
• Awards are made on the basis of the student’s Year 13 academic results.
• Closing date 21 December.
For further information and application form, please visit: http://www.otago.ac.nz/study/scholarships/database/
search/otago014650.html
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First Year Papers Available 2016
HIST 102 The Global Twentieth Century
Lecturer: Dr Russell Johnson
HIST 102, The Global Twentieth Century, examines processes of globalization, focusing on the ways demographic, economic, technological, environmental, social,
and cultural forces increased global interdependence
over the course of the twentieth century. We analyze
the major events and forces that shaped world history in
the twentieth century, including, but not limited to, the
Russian Revolution, the Great Depression, the two World
Wars, the Cold War, the Arab-Israeli conflict, decolonization, the collapse of the Soviet bloc, the rising economic
and political power of Asia, particularly China, and new
global problems at the end of the century. We also explore the various ideologies that shaped developments
during the century, such as liberalism, socialism, fascism,
nationalism, feminism, and religious beliefs. In all, then,
HIST 102 explores the twentieth century’s wars and revolutions, booms and busts, dictators and democratic forces,
providing students with a secure historical basis for understanding today’s complex globalized world.

HIST106 East Meets West: Encounters in Global History
Lecturer: Dr Jane McCabe
This fascinating paper explores the long history of interactions between Asian and European cultures along the
trading routes known as the Silk Roads. These routes
shaped the movement of cultural influences between
Asia and Europe, over vast continental distances, for
more than two thousand years. We will examine the development of these key overland and maritime routes,
tracing their role in the establishment of long-distance
trade, the creation of empires, the transference of religious and technological innovation, and the spread of
disease.
This paper takes students beyond nation-centred histories and into the exciting field of global history, which
considers cross-cultural encounters to be a key driver
in human history. As this paper demonstrates, connections between different cultures do not necessarily involve
direct contact: interdependence might equally develop around the movement of goods, the circulation of ideas,
or the spread of germs. Students are thus challenged to consider the ways that the enormous diversity of cultural
traditions, religions and economic systems across Eurasia were shaped by – and shaped – the Silk Roads.
Students will relish the compelling case studies we use to explore these questions: the Silk Roads and the development of Buddhism; the place of Silk Roads in the Mongol conquest of Eurasia; the travels of Marco Polo; the “Black
Death” and the Silk Roads; and the Silk Roads and the “great Game” of nineteenth-century imperialism.
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HIST107 New Zealand in the World, 1350-2000
Lecturer: Dr Michael Stevens & Professor Tom Brooking
New Zealand history from its beginnings in the
Polynesian world, to a colony of the global British empire, and to a multicultural nation that
now identifies itself as part of the Asia-Pacific
region.
New Zealand was the last landmass to be discovered and colonised by humans and has been
made and remade by connections to the Pacific,
Britain and Asia and has in turn impacted upon
those places. Amongst other things this paper
looks at how Polynesian discovery and settlement, cross-cultural encounters, colonisation,
war and the emergence of strong central government helped shape the evolution of modern
New Zealand. As well as spanning New Zealand’s
human history, this paper introduces students
to key concepts and conventions used by historians. These analytical and communication skills are highly regarded
and extremely transferable, which helps explain why history graduates are found in diverse professions.
In 2016 this paper is 100% internally assessed.

HIST108 From Medieval to Modern Europe
Lecturer: Professor Takashi Shogimen
In the nineteenth century, Europe emerged as a global power
whose political, economic, military and cultural influence on the
rest of the world was phenomenal.
But ten centuries earlier Europe was one of the primitive societies,
while the Muslims and the Chinese enjoyed highly sophisticated
civilizations.
So how and why did Europe grow into the global power over the
thousand years?
That is the question that HIST108 tackles.
HIST108 From Medieval to Modern Europe explores various aspects of European history from the early Middle Ages to the
threshold of the Modern Age through the historical examination
of important events and ideas including the Crusades, the Black
Death, Christopher Columbus’ voyages of discovery, the French
Revolution and the Industrial Revolution. Students will examine,
for instance, how modern capitalism emerged on the European
soil, how modern scientific thinking was born, and how and why
the Europeans and their world expanded beyond the geographical boundaries of Europe to Americas, parts of Asia and Africa
and Oceania. Thus HIST108 investigates the fascinating world of
the European past in order to understand how the modern world
came into existence in the way in which it did.
In 2016 this paper is 100% internally assessed.
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VISC101 Introduction to Visual Culture
Lecturer: Professor Hilary Radner
VISC 101 offers a broad introduction to the study of visual culture, including such topics as photography, fashion
and dress, celebrity and the internet, the advertising image, experimental film, and the popular ‘bromance’. The
paper is designed to increase a student’s visual literacy, developing skills that will be of use in all areas of contemporary life. Because our individual, national, and global identities are shaped by the images that surround us, honing
the ability to understand what pictures mean, and how they achieve
this, enhances a student’s performance across the disciplines. From
the internet, Hollywood blockbusters and reality television programming to the art gallery, we understand who we are and the world we
live in through what we see. The course will be taught by lecture and
discussion, supplemented by in-class screenings.

ARTH112 Art: Here and Now
Lecturer: Associate Professor Erika Wolf

NEW 2016

An introduction to historical and contemporary art through the rich cultural offerings of Dunedin. Features weekly
field trips for first-hand study of art and meetings with local arts organisations and professionals.
“Art: Here and Now” introduces students to the academic study of art through the critical examination of the art,
architecture and cultural heritage available for first-hand study in Dunedin, a city with a vibrant arts scene and rich
with cultural institutions. We examine art here and now, not art “there” (overseas, most likely in Europe) and in the
past. Simultaneously, this paper links the local to the global by exploring the broad array of cultures represented
in Dunedin’s cultural institutions and considering how aspects of contemporary local culture reflect globalisation.
Individual modules include: Toi Māori in Ōtepoti (Maori Art in Dunedin), the “Portable Cultural Landscapes” of Dunedin’s European Settlers, Architecture and Built Heritage, Historical Collections (The Otago Museum and the Dunedin
Public Art Gallery), Contemporary Art, Public Art, the Education of Artists and Local Arts Organisations.
This paper transforms students from passive consumers of reproductions of artworks (in lectures, books or on the
Internet) to actively engaged, critically informed viewers of art in the real world. By the end of this paper, students will
become part of the Dunedin art world and have strong familiarity with local collections, institutions and practitioners.
Through the field trips, students will be introduced to numerous possible career paths in the arts and heritage sector.

ARTH 114 Interpreting artworks
Lecturer: Dr Judith Collard
This course sets out to introduce students to the range of different interpretations and types of works that can be found in art history and visual culture. It
looks at major art works from a variety of different periods, styles and techniques.
These works have included works from the Renaissance such as Masaccio’s Holy
Trinity, Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa, and Jan van Eyck’s Ghent Altarpiece, seventeenth-century works such as Bernini’s Ecstasy of St Therea and Vermeer’s Allegory of Painting, to works by Turner, Rita Angus and Cliff Whiting’s marae at Bluff.
Students are provided with the tools to analyse and discuss these works, taking
into account different cultural, historical and theoretical approaches that may aid
them in developing interesting and convincing interpretations of the artworks
they have chosen. One of the aims of this course is to provide skills that will help
students understand and evaluate artworks in later years.
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Dr Kate Stevens - Postdoctoral Fellow
Kate’s fascination with other times and places was
evident from an early age. Even as a five year old, the
replica colonial village at the Auckland museum was a
favourite place to visit. Studying history has taken Kate
from Stewart Island to Mexico, Fiji and French Polynesia to the UK and France. Kate attended Epsom Girls
Grammar School in Auckland, but her decision to move
southwards to Otago for university study was based on
the vibrant student lifestyle offered by the colleges and
the strength of the departments in which she wanted
to study. When she arrived in Otago in 2005, she was
excited by the many new subjects on offer but unsure
which to focus on. Taking first year papers in anthropology, archaeology, classics, history, political studies, and
Spanish (and briefly flirting with the idea of pursuing a
BSc!), Kate eventually decided she was unable to settle
on a single major, choosing to focus on both anthropology and history. Both appealed as they offered insight into personal and community experiences across
time and space. This focus shaped her Honours dissertation research with Angela Wanhalla, which examined
interracial marriages and communities around Stewart
Island and Foveaux Strait in the nineteenth century. After leaving Otago for an exchange semester to study
Spanish in Mexico and six months working at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT), the university
world called again. Encouraged by Tony Ballantyne - a

Cambridge alumnus himself - and supported by HOD
Barbara Brookes and supervisor Angela Wanhalla, Kate
applied for scholarships to pursue a PhD at Cambridge.
Receiving the sole Commonwealth Scholarship awarded in New Zealand, she started her doctorate at Lucy
Cavendish College with Prof Nicholas Thomas and Dr Sujit
Sivasundaram in 2010. Aiming to expand from New Zealand
history and inspired by her time working on Vanuatu at MFAT,
her research examined the comparative history of British and
French colonialism in the Pacific Islands, especially how colonial ideas about racial and gender difference impacted the practice of criminal justice. Her time at Cambridge expanded her
understanding of colonial and world history, especially in parts
of the world not often studied in New Zealand such as Africa
and the Middle East. It was also a fantastic extended OE: exploring the Harry Potter-esque buildings and rituals of Cambridge;
rowing and coxing, including for the Cambridge University
Women; learning French; and travelling to Europe, the US and
the Pacific both for research and for fun. After finishing and defending her thesis in 2014, in March 2015 Kate returned to the
department as a Postdoctoral Fellow, working with Prof Judy
Bennett on a commodity history of coconuts across the Pacific Islands (see the 2014 Department of History and Art History
Newsletter). However, her year has been somewhat nomadic,
as archival research for the project has taken her to collections
held in the UK, France, French Polynesia and New Caledonia!
She is looking forward to spending more time in Dunedin next
year, with time to research, write and teach as well as practice
her new-found passion, swing dancing. She is excited to be
adding new courses to department’s programme for 2016. She
will be teaching a comparative course on encounters and empires in the Pacific Islands in Summer School, and is developing
a course exploring global history through the lens of
commodities such as sugar, salt, and yes, coconuts.
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We explore the past to shape the future
Adam Linnell

Graduated in 2011

Studying with the History department at Otago opened
my eyes to the world around me. I learned to think critically and creatively. I had my assumptions challenged.
And I was equipped with an essential set of skills to embark on a career working in international affairs.
The breadth of expertise in
the department is wide-ranging, and helped to harness a
deep understanding of historical global trends, their
impacts, and how these impacts can still be felt today.
From empire building and
globalisation, and the spread
of totalitarian regimes, to the
fascinating and often tumultuous histories of Scotland,
Ireland, Italy, or the Pacific,
history has a central place in
how we perceive the world
we live in.
Taking History at Honours
level fostered a strong degree
of independence, from developing a topic, and conducting research, to presenting findings. Through my
fourth-year dissertation – examining the protest movement in New Zealand that emerged in reaction to the
war in Vietnam – I was able to engage a range of sourc-

Jana de Buyzer

es, and even held discussions with those who shaped
history themselves – Vietnam War veterans, and former
protesters.
I value highly the experiences I gained through studying History at Otago. My degree has given me a solid foundation to begin to
develop my career. After
graduating in 2011 (and following an obligatory year of
soul-searching around the
world) I settled into a career
with the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade.
My work has taken me to a
wide-range of interesting
places: across the Pacific region, to the United States, and
now to South Africa where I
will be based for three years.
Each day I have the opportunity to engage with complex
issues. My History degree
has equipped me with the
critical thinking and analytical skills needed to assess
situations and consider solutions. I draw on these skills
daily – whether working from head office in Wellington,
offshore in Pretoria, or travelling around the African continent.

Graduated in 2011

I currently work in an Internal Compliance Audit role
within the Food Manufacturing industry and have done
so for the last two years. When I completed my History
degree in 2011 I did not anticipate finding myself in a
role like this. However, on a day to day basis the skills I
acquired from my degree are put to use in a variety of
ways. Being able to balance ideas, problem-solve, critically analyse and accurately report findings are crucial to
my job. My degree was absolutely invaluable in teaching
me these skills.
On a day-to-day basis I analyse process to ensure compliance with a number of internal procedures, industry standards, customer requirements and Overseas
Market Access Requirements for a number of different
international export partners/countries. Often these
documents can be complex or conflict with one another; in which case an argument for what should be

prioritised must be made. I am required to accurately report audit findings and subsequently use these
findings to justify whether non-conformances ought
to be raised.
Additionally my role requires me to interact with a number of different people with differing objectives and work
agendas. I must use persuasive reasoning to show why
compliance is important (and often why things must be
done certain ways to appease the requisite standards).
Group discussion and debate during tutorials and lectures provided me a sound framework for approaching
such discussions with the appropriate preparation and
manner to ensure that each interaction is a success.
Shortly I leave on my OE to England. I feel confident that
as an Otago graduate I have the skills and knowledge to
make a success of any future job opportunities.
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Loran McNamara

Graduated in 2012

As the Collection Technician at the National Army Museum, I live and work on an active army camp in Waiouru.
I assist those who manage the collection departments
which include textiles, heraldry, technology, armoury,
accoutrements and social history. I am currently photographing, re-housing and updating records of the museum’s entrenching tools – a collection which spans from
World War One British, Turkish and German patterns, to
what NATO soldiers are issued today.
Correctly identifying objects requires me to be adept in
research and writing. I developed these skills by submitting many History assignments whilst working towards
a Combined Honours degree in History and Politics at
the University of Otago. History tutorials encouraged
me to confidently articulate myself amongst peers and
to critically analyse primary sources. These qualities are

important for deciphering the museum’s original paper
records and working productively with colleagues.
Lecturers and tutors of the department encouraged me
to study History because their professionalism, enthusiasm and passion for interpreting the past are infectious.
My paid and unpaid museum work, combined with the
skills and professional relationships I forged within the
History department has led me to a career I love. It is a
privilege to be part of a team that is responsible for the
preservation and presentation of New Zealand’s military history. Situated in a unique location, working with
like-minded history fiends and joining a close-knit national museum network is very rewarding. I am proud to
be a University of Otago History graduate who exemplifies it is possible to get a job through studying what you
love, if you put your mind to it.
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Centre for Research on Colonial Culture
(CRoCC)
The Centre for Research on Colonial Culture was launched in July 2012. Over the past twelve months the centre has
grown to 15 members, eight of whom are from the Department of History and Art History. During 2015 the Centre
has enhanced its national and international profile through a number of symposia and research workshops. The
Centre’s main activities for 2015 included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eugenics in British Colonial Contexts Symposium,
held in conjunction with the Allan Wilson Centre
New Zealand Sexual Histories: New Perspectives
Workshop
Colonial Families: New Perspectives Symposium
Unpicking the Tapestry: Children and Young People
in British Colonial Contexts Symposium
Indigenous Photographic Histories, held in conjunction with the National Library of New Zealand and
the University of Western Australia
New Zealand and the Sea Workshop

Did you know? Otago’s
Department of History and Art
History is ranked in the top
100 in the world according to
the 2015 QS World University
Rankings.

In March the Centre hosted a visiting scholar, Dr. Patricia O’Brien (Australian National University), and also sponsored a number of research seminars, notably: Associate
Professor Tim Sherratt (University of Canberra); Dr. Kristine Alexander (University of Lethbridge); Associate Professor
Tamara Loos (Cornell); Professor Matt Cook (Birkbeck College, University of London); and Dr. Aaron Kamugisha (The
University of the West Indies).
The Centre has a busy schedule planned for 2016, including a women’s history conference in mid-February. You can
find out more about that conference and keep up-to-date with the Centre’s activities and events via its blog: https://
blogs.otago.ac.nz/crocc and website: www.otago.ac.nz/crocc/

Global Dunedin
In 2015 the Global Dunedin project was launched. Led by former Head of Department Professor Tony Ballantyne, as
well as Professor Angela McCarthy, Dr. Angela Wanhalla and Dr. Jane McCabe, the project aims to serve as a forum for
discussing Dunedin’s historical development and its changing economy, social life, and cultural pattern. One of its
core goals is to showcase Dunedin’s global connections – to Polynesia, Australia, the United Kingdom and Ireland, to
Asia and beyond. The project has a strong social media presence, where stories about the city’s global past, present
and future are disseminated. Check out the Global Dunedin blog (https://blogs.otago.ac.nz/global-dunedin/), an
associated Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/GlobalDunedin) and its Twitter account (@GlobalDunedin).
The project has also sponsored a popular public lecture series this year, featuring leading local researchers, at Toitū
Otago Settlers Museum on the second Sunday of each month.
We encourage you to follow the Global Dunedin project via Twitter, Facebook and its Blog.

Like Us!
The Department has embraced social media as an important way of communicating with students and staying in contact with alumni. Check out our page and ‘like’ it:
http://www.facebook.com/OtagoHistoryAndArtHistory
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Staff News
Barbara Brookes has an essay entitled ‘The Travelling Stereopticon’ in the Lives of Colonial Objects edited by A. Cooper, L. Paterson and A. Wanhalla which is the first publication emerging
from her research project on a travelling woman doctor, Anna
Longshore Potts. Barbara gave a paper entitled ‘Cashing in on
a medical career’ about Dr Potts at the European Association
for the History of Medicine and Public Health in Cologne in
September. Her contribution to the current fascination with
the First World War is a paper on the role of Quarantine Island
in Otago Harbour for sequestering of men with VD during the
war. That paper is to be published in a volume edited by Alison Bashford entitled Quarantine: Local and Global Histories forthcoming with Palgrave. Apart from teaching a popular second year
paper entitled ‘Crime, Shame and Scandal in New Zealand’,
and the third year ‘Practising History’ paper, Barbara is kept
busy editing the New Zealand Journal of History.
Tom Brooking’s biggest research news is that his large book on
Richard Seddon that came out in late 2014 has won two prizes:
King of God’s Own was judged the co-winner with Alan Atkinson, The
Australian 3: Nation, of the Ernest Scott Prize run out of the University
of Melbourne for the best book on Australian or New Zealand
history, or the history of colonization, published in 2014.
King of God’s Own also won the Ian Wards Prize from the Archives
and Records Association of New Zealand (ARANZ) for the best
and most innovative use of archival resources in a New Zealand
history Book published in 2014.
He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society in 2015
upon completion of the Seddon biography and will be a Visiting Fellow of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge in 2016.
Currently he is moving on to writing another large book on the
making of rural New Zealand starting with an article entitled
‘‘Yeotopia Gained but now Fading: How the relatively early
industrialization of New Zealand agriculture eventually compromised the yeoman ideal’ to be published in Agricultural History
(USA). An article on Seddon and the historians is under preparation for the New Zealand Journal of History and another co-authored
article is being contemplated with Erik Olssen comparing Seddon and William Ferguson Massey. An illustrated set of essays
on Seddon’s New Zealand remains a possibility and 3 chapters
in books on Joseph Chamberlain, the Dunstan gold rushes and
Māori history from 1885-1920 should appear next year.
This has been a productive year for Judith Collard. Not only
was she programme coordinator for Art History but she also
published three articles on Matthew Paris, a medieval artist, as
well one on Esmond de Beer, Wenceslaus Hollar, and William
Dugdale and the illustrated, seventeenth-century book on St
Paul’s Cathedral.
Judith supervised four fourth year students doing dissertations
and catalogue projects on a variety of topics including Roman
Catholic Church architecture in the Dunedin Diocese, Forgery,
the controversy around the The Hundertwasser Art Centre in
Northland and the Beauty Myth in feminist conceptual and
performance art in the 1970s. She also oversaw, together with
Professor Hilary Radner, the supervision of a successful MA on
Street Art in Melbourne. She is also supervising two additional
MAs on the Bosshard gallery in Dunedin and the Portrayal of
Christ in fifteenth-century Netherlandish art. In addition Judith
did a conference paper on Matthew Paris and St Albans abbey
in the thirteenth century in Brisbane and presented the Wil-

liam Mathew Hodgkins Memorial Lecture 2015 ‘Sex, Death and
Dancing: Cozzarelli’s Dance of Salome’, a fifteenth-century Sienese painting held in the Dunedin Public Art Gallery. She was
also on the Frances Hodgkins Selection Panel for 2015.
In 2015, Russell L. Johnson held down the fort temporarily
as HOD in the transition from Professor Tony Ballantyne to
Professor Takashi Shogimen. On the teaching front, he again
taught his popular 300-level paper “Freaks and Normals: U.S.
History as Disability History” as well as teaching HIST 102 The
Global Twentieth Century as sole lecturer for the first time.
Nevertheless, he still found time to complete three very diverse articles—one on illustrations appearing in the popular
magazine Harper’s Weekly after the American Civil War; one on
the transition from silent movies to talking films at the end of
the 1920s; and the third on The Who’s rock opera Tommy—all of
which are in the hands of publishers awaiting final approval.
To conclude the year, he attended an American Studies conference in Norway and took the opportunity to retrace the
footsteps of (some of ) his ancestors.
Jane McCabe taught three papers this year. The first,
‘HIST230/333: Moving Stories, Migration in Twentieth Century New Zealand’ was in Summer School. Jane’s interest and
expertise in migration was developed in her recently completed doctoral dissertation, ‘Kalimpong Kids’, about a Presbyterian scheme that brought 130 mixed-race adolescents
from tea plantations in Northeast India to New Zealand in the
early 20th century. The paper was very popular and Jane was
pleased to be nominated for the inaugural Summer School
teaching awards. In Semester One, Jane taught ‘HIST303: Modern India’, a paper that covers a broad sweep of South Asian
history. Students particularly relished the assignment in this
course called a ‘granthavali’, which asks students to produce a
series of personal writings on topics of their own choosing. In
Semester Two Jane taught a 400-level paper on Colonial India
to a small but dedicated class of honours students, most of
whom had also taken HIST303.
Jane’s research in 2015 continued to draw on her PhD thesis.
She had two further papers published: “From Polo to Poultry: A Planter’s Legacy”, in The Lives of Colonial Objects (University of
Otago Press, edited by Angela Wanhalla, Lachy Paterson and
Annzbel Cooper), and “Settling In, From Within: Anglo-Indian
‘Lady Helps’ in 1920s New Zealand”, in Colonisation and Domestic Service (Routledge, edited by Victoria Haskins and Claire Lowrie).
Jane continues to receive an encouraging response from the
wider public about her work. Her exhibit “Kalimpong Kids: The
Pine Hill story” was on display at Toitu Otago Settlers Museum
from November 2014 to August 2015, and in conjunction with
this she gave an exhibit talk as well as a lecture as part of the
‘Global Dunedin’ series. Jane is currently writing two books:
one based on her doctoral thesis, and a family memoir about
her grandmother, one of the Kalimpong emigrants.
During the last year Angela McCarthy has published two
books: Migration, Ethnicity, and Madness: New Zealand, 1860-1910 and (as
editor) Ireland in the World: Comparative, Transnational, and Personal Perspectives. Her articles have also appeared in the Social History of Medicine
and Subverting Empire: Deviance and Disorder in the British Colonial World. Her
edited book with John M. MacKenzie, Global Migrations: The Scottish
Diaspora since 1600, will appear next year.
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As well as continuing to teach courses on Scottish history
and Irish and Scottish migration, Angela introduced a new
400-level course on Migration, Race, and Ethnicity in New
Zealand. As part of the course, students researched an object
relating to migration to Dunedin for the Online Migration Museum of Dunedin that Angela established as part of the Global
Dunedin initiative running out of the Department.
Angela continues her research on James Taylor and Ceylon
tea and is involved in a major Arts and Humanities Research
Council (UK) funded project on Memorialisation in the British
World.
Professor Brian Moloughney retuned to the Department in
October after a period serving as the Head of the School of
Languages and Cultures at Victoria University and then as the
Pro-Vice-Chancellor Humanities at Otago. He originally joined
the Department in 1993. He is looking forward to returning
to teach courses on Asian history, especially Chinese history,
which is his field of expertise.
Hilary Radner is Professor of Film and Media Studies in the
Visual Culture Programme, housed in the Department of History and Art History. In 2015 she published as co-editor A Companion to Contemporary French Cinema, for the international press Wiley/
Blackwell, a volume of over 600 pages that was five years in
the making. Her co-editors included Raphaëlle Moine, Professor and Director of Graduate Studies at the University of Paris
III, Emeritus Professor Michel Marie, also from Paris III, as well
as Emeritus Professor Alistiar Fox from the University of Otago.
In addition to acting as the initiating editor, Professor Radner
contributed a 10,000 word essay on the contemporary French
historical film. Other publications in 2015 comprised a chapter in US Independent Cinema: Possible Film (University of Edinburgh
Press, 2015), a chapter in in Paris: Beyond the Flaneur, ed. Phillips and
Vincendeau (London: BFI, forthcoming) and a chapter in The
Routledge Companion to Cinema and Gender, ed. E. Ann Kaplan, Patrice
Petro, Dijana Jelača, and Kristin Hole (London: Routledge,
forthcoming).
She is currently on research leave in Paris completing a book on
the woman’s film under contract with Routledge Press and progressing a second project on the work of French literary, art and
film scholar Raymond Bellour for SUNY Press. While in Europe
she will be giving invited lectures in Paris, Rome and Zaragossa.
In 2015, she also coordinated the first and third year Visual Culture papers, supervising Honours dissertations, MA theses and
PhD theses on a range of topics, from the representation of
governmentality in 1970s American cinema to celebrity, photography, and femininity in early Indian cinema.
2015 was a busy and varied year for Mark Seymour. In first semester he taught his popular 200-level “Totalitarian Regimes”
paper, on Mussolini, Stalin and Hitler, and his 400-level seminar paper on “Rethinking History, ” where honours students
explore the revolutionary changes in historical thinking of the
20th century. He also began work as co-editor of Modern Italy, one
of the key academic journals in his field.
From July until the end of the year Mark was on research leave,
based in Europe. His main project was to write several chapters of his book, ‘Emotional Arenas’, which examines a fascinating murder involving a circus acrobat, a soldier, and his
wife - the trial was the talk of Italy in the 1870s. On the way
to Rome Mark visited the National University of Singapore’s
joint venture with Yale College, to see how the Humanities are
faring in Asia. He had a short holiday in Italy to remind himself

of the country’s incredibly varied geography and culture – visiting Sardinia, Rome, Bologna and Milan. He is an honorary
research fellow at Birkbeck, University of London, for the UK
academic year 2015-2016, and in September he ran a conference there examining the extraordinary recent shift from punishing same-sex sexual acts (as late as 1986 in New Zealand)
to the wide acceptance recently seen over much of the world
for same-sex marriage. He spoke on this subject at the annual
congress of Italy’s Radical Party, held in Tuscany, and at the
University of Glasgow. He published a chapter titled “After Respectability: Women, Sexuality and the Circus in Pre-Sexology
Italy”, in the volume Italian Sexualities Uncovered, 1789-1914, and a review essay, “Personal is Political: Love’s Revolutions in Recent
Historical Research”, looking at historical treatments of love
as an historical subject in contexts as varied as 18th century
America and 20th century East Germany, in the Journal of Women’s
History.
Takashi Shogimen has been promoted to a Professor last
February and assumed the new role as Head of Department of
History and Art History in October. He delivered his Inaugural
Professorial Lecture “Reshaping the Baton: The Enduring Relevance of Intellectual History” in April, and its video recording is
now available for viewing on YouTube. He has published four
book chapters on medieval European and modern Japanese
political thought since the end of 2014. Also his 2014 book in
Japanese, Genron Yokuatsu: Yanaihara Jiken no Kozu (The Suppression of
Speech: Mapping the Yanaihara Incident) (Tokyo: Chuo Koron
Shinsha, 2014) has been reviewed or discussed by 20 outlets
including Japan’s four largest national newspapers (Asahi, Yomiuri, Mainichi and Nikkei). It has received particular attention from
the influential quality paper Asahi Shinbun. His recent essay on
comparative political theory and cross-cultural intellectual
history is due to appear in the Journal of the History of Ideas next year.
In 2015 John Stenhouse taught two papers. History 229: Science and Society, 1789-1914 explored the history of science
during the long nineteenth century, with a particular focus
on Darwin and evolution. This course attracted international
students from the United States, Canada and France. History
308: New Zealand Religion and Society, explored the history
of religions in New Zealand from pre-contact Maori traditions to Destiny Church in the early twenty-first century. He
supervised to completion several post-graduate theses: PhDs
on the Dunedin Churches during the First World War and on
Thomas Jeffery Parker, first professor of biology at the University of Otago; and BA Hons theses on the Dunedin Art Gallery
and the controversy over the Macchaioli paintings and on Billy
Graham’s New Zealand crusade of 1959.
In February 2015, John organised an International symposium
titled ‘Eugenics in British Colonial Contexts’ that was co-sponsored by the University of Otago’s Centre for Research on
Colonial Cultures and the Allan Wilson Centre for Molecular
Ecology and Evolution. Historians from the U.S., Canada, Australia and New Zealand presented papers on eugenics movements in South Africa, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. In
collaboration with Professors Hamish Spencer and Diane Paul,
John is currently editing selected essays from this conference
for publication. In May, he flew to Madison, Wisconsin to take
part in an international conference of historians of science entitled ‘ “The Idea that Would Never Die”: the warfare between
science and religion.’ John was invited to lead the concluding
session by summarising the main findings of the conference.
In September, he presented a keynote address to an Auckland
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conference on ‘Religion’s Place in the Past.’ The international
keynote speaker was Professor David Bebbington of the University of Stirling, a distinguished historian of British evangelicalism. He is currently finishing a chapter on ‘The Bible and
Science’ for a North American publisher, and about to prepare
a paper on the Reverend Rutherford Waddell, Dunedin’s bestknown Presbyterian minister between 1880 and 1930, for a
conference on peace to be held at Victoria University 18-20
November.
Kate Stevens joined the department in March 2015, ten years
after starting her undergraduate study in the department. She
has enjoyed settling back into Otago as a staff member, instead
of a student. However, Kate has spent much of the year travelling to various archives for the Marsden-funding ‘Constant
Coconuts’ project. In May, she returned to Cambridge for her
PhD graduation, as well as visiting the National Archives in London and the Unilever Archives in Port Sunlight. The following
month she presented two papers at the European Society of
Oceanists Conference in Brussels: the first on rape cases in the
early Supreme Court of Fiji, and the second on ‘capital and coconuts’, which considered how Piketty’s bestselling Capital in the
Twentieth Century applies to the Pacific Islands. Kate spent most of
July and August in the south of France, at the Archives d’Outre
Mer in Aix-en-Provence and the archives of Marseille Chamber
of Commerce. After a brief return to Dunedin, she headed to
French Polynesia to visit the territorial archives, as well as the
local oil mill, a coconut breeding station and an ethnobotanic
centre. She then visited the territorial archives in Nouméa, New
Caledonia, wrapping up a year of intensive research. Kate’s review of the ‘Chiefs and Governors’ exhibit at the Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology appeared in the Journal
of Pacific History at the start of the year. She also contributed a chapter on a music book for The Lives of Colonial Objects, edited by Annabel
Cooper, Lachy Paterson and Angela Wanhalla. She is currently
preparing two journal articles on Joint Court and colonial justice system in the joint British-French governance of the New
Hebrides (now Vanuatu), as well as preparing for teaching a Pacific history course for 2016 Summer School.
Mike Stevens has been busy with his Marsden-funded ‘World
History of Bluff’ project throughout 2015. In March he gave a
talk at Te Rau Aroha Marae as part of the port’s contribution to
Southland Heritage Month and was interviewed live on Radio
New Zealand National on the opening day of the Bluff oyster
season. In July he took part in a roundtable panel on Indigenous History at the Australia Historical Association’s Annual
Meeting held at the University of Sydney and took the opportunity to do some archival research at the Mitchell Library. He
also spent most of September in the United Kingdom undertaking further archival research and presenting some of his
work before maritime history audiences at the University of
Liverpool and University of Portsmouth. In between these two
overseas trips, Mike co-taught HIST107 with Dr. Angela Wanhalla in semester 2. As with a number of staff and students
within the department and across the division, Mike had an
essay published in The Lives of Colonial Objects, which grew out of a
CRoCC conference. An essay on Māori Politics between 18601960 was included in the latest edition of New Zealand Politics and
Government published by Oxford University Press and another
in the Order of Things: an edited collection focusing on the latest
work of noted photographer Neil Pardington. Mike also had
an essay, ‘A Useful Approach to Māori History’, published in a
special Māori-focused edition of the New Zealand Journal of History.
Further chapters and journal articles are in various stages of

progress, many of which relate to The Bluff – of course!
In the past twelve months Alex Trapeznik completed a co-authored article entitled: ‘Laying the Victorians to Rest: Funerals,
Memorials, and the Funeral Business in Nineteenth-Century
Dunedin’. The article has been accepted for publication in
Australian Economic History Review. Most studies of death deal mainly
with either the physical aspects of burial practices or with the
cultural aspects of mourning and bereavement. This article
seeks to integrate the two by means of considering the businesses that catered for the demand created by funerals and
mourning in the second half of the nineteenth century.
Alex’s Research and Study Leave application was approved
for next year during which time he intends to push back the
frontiers of knowledge in a number of areas. In particular, he
hopes to commence the research and writing of a major monograph which explores an Australasian perspective on people
and their pasts and public history today. As part of this project
he will be a visiting research fellow at the Australian Centre for
Public History, University of Technology, Sydney.
During the last year, Alex also continued in his role as Associate
Dean (Graduate Studies) for the Division of Humanities. A
highlight during this time was the development of a generic
300/400 multi-level internship paper HUMS 301/401 for the
Division of Humanities.
In late February, Angela Wanhalla travelled to Canada, where
she spent two weeks at the University of Alberta and one week
at the University of Manitoba on visiting fellowships. While
there she gave a series of research talks and public lectures on
various topics, including Indigenous literacy and Māori women’s writing; histories of intermarriage and empire; and the social impacts of American servicemen in the South Pacific during
WWII. In July, Angela attended the Australian Historical Association Conference in Sydney, where she presented a paper on intermarriage and colonial mobility. In the second half of the year
she convened a number of research events: a two-day pre-read
workshop on the history of sexuality in New Zealand with Chris
Brickell (Gender Studies) in early July; and a half-day research
symposium on colonial families in August, which featured two
Canadian visiting scholars, Laura Ishiguro (University of British
Columbia) and Crystal Fraser (University of Alberta), whose visit
to Dunedin was facilitated by her Rutherford Discovery Fellowship. While in Dunedin, Laura and Crystal kindly met with the
department’s postgraduate students to share their knowledge
on research funding and scholarship opportunities in Canada.
To complete a busy year of research activities, Angela co-organised with Paul Diamond (Alexander Turnbull Library) and Professor Jane Lydon (University of Western Australia) a one-day
research symposium on Indigenous peoples and photography
at the National Library of New Zealand. She has been working
on a number of publications this year, the most notable being
the appearance of a book, The Lives of Colonial Objects (Otago University Press), co-edited with Annabel Cooper (Gender Studies) and
Lachy Paterson (Māori Studies). In September, she joined Barbara Brookes as co-editor of the New Zealand Journal of History.

In September, Vanessa B. Ward, Lecturer in East Asian History, spent three weeks at the University of Maryland’s Prange
Collection, on a Twentieth Century Japan Research fellowship.
The Prange Collection contains publications censored by the
administration of the Supreme Commander for the Allied
Powers in during the Occupation of Japan, many of which are
not available in any other archive or library collection. (For
further information about the Prange Collection, see http://
www.lib.umd.edu/prange.)
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